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VOL. IV DENVER. APRIL, 1927 No. 4
APRIL LUNCHEON MEETING
Monday, April 4, 1927-12:15
Chamber of Commerce
Hon. Alva B. Adams of Pueblo, Colo., former U. S. Senator,
will speak on the subject: "The Sinclair Contempt
Case in the Senate and the Courts." He has
personal knowledge of his subject.
Special Notice to Members
March 24, 1927.
The members of The Denver Bar Association are hereby respect-
fully notified as follows:
The Nominating Committee of this Association heretofore appoint-
ed by President James A. Marsh has made the following nominations
for the ensuing year:
For President ................... ..... ........................ ROBERT L. STEARNS
For First Vice President ................................ LUKE J. KAVANAUGH
For Second Vice President .............................. JOSEPH C. SAMPSON
For Trustees ........................................................ CHARLES H. HAINES
and STEPHEN R. CURTIS
Pursuant to Section 3, Article 7 of the by-laws, further nominations
may be made by filing with the Secretary at least fifteen days before
the annual meeting the name or names of additional candidates bearing
the written request of at least twenty members of the Association.
Pursuant to the by-laws, the annual meeting of the Association will
be held at 6:30 P.M. on April 25, 1927, at a place to be announced later.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) ALBERT J. GouLn, JR.,
Secretary.
Announcement

















The National Tax & I
Mortgage Co.
(Incorporated under the Laws of the State of Colorado)
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL STOCK
1,500 Shares Preferred, 8% Cumulative and Redeemable, Par Value $100.00.
10,000 Shares Common, absorbing all further earnings (No Par Value).
Direct subscriptions are being cared for on a basis of one share Preferred
Stock and three shares of Common Stock, at and for the price of $200.00. Ii
THE SAFEST INVESTMENT i
A Tax Certificate is an investment that combines:
1. Safety. 4. A Growing Cashable Value.
2. A High Rate of Interest. 5. Payment Specified by Law.
3. Surety of Increased Value. 6. Positive Earnings Specified by Law.
This is one of the few investments in the world that combines all these
points. I
This is an investment which is safe, pays a high rate of interest, can be
turned into cash instantly, and is sure to increase in value.
A Tax Certificate is in effect a contract between the local government
and the purchasers, the payment of principal and interest being specified by
law.
This business IS NOT SUBJECT to the ORDINARY
HAZARDS
,n invitation is hereby extended to you to become a partner with us.
The Officers and Directors of the Company Are:
J. T. JONES, President, Denver, Colorado
For fifteen years connected with widely known financial companies. Formerly with the
State Mortgage Corporation, Dallas, Texas. I
W. MABRY KING, Vice-President, Sterling, Colorado.
President of the Chamber of Commerce; ex-judge and attorney at law.
A. J. SHAW, Treasurer, Denver, Colorado. I
Has been actively engaged with the Chicago Title and Trust Co. since 1886. Residcnt of
Denver for 14 years; title and tax expert.
W. E. HENDERSON, Secretary, Denver, Colorado.
Formerly with the State Banking Department. Years of experience in banking and realestate.
JOIHIN -. BUER, Director, Sterling. Colorado.
John H. Buer Investment Co., formerly assessor of Logan County for four years.
R. T. SMITH, Director, Fort Collins, Colorado.
President of the Larimer County Abstract Co. Resident of Fort Collins for eighteen years.
Title and tax expert. I
JOHN J. DOM-KE, Greeley, Colo. Resident of Greeley 15 years.
Local Representatives on Purchasing Board in Boulder, Golden, Sterling,
Greeley, Antonito, and Fort Morgan, Colorado.
Prospectus filed in accordance with Securities Act in office of Secretary of State, copy of which I
will be furnished upon request.
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Comments on Supreme Court Practice
(By JUSTICE JOHN T. ADAMS)
VERY lawyer who reads the few
words that I shall say in this
short article has on his shelves
our statutes, code, rules of the supreme
court and decisions interpreting them.
He has also generally well defined im-
pressions in his own mind as to what
they are or ought to be. It may be
rightly conceded that it frequently
happens that these impressions, based
upon his study and experience, are
better than those found enunciated in
the books. Courts and legislatures
have long recognized this fact and
have gladly availed themselves of help-
ful and constructive criticism. It has
spelled progress and resulted in the
correction of evils, and the expedition
and dispatch of work. It has not re-
sulted in perfection, and I fear never
will, and even that which is good to-
day is often found to be inadequate to
the needs of tomorrow. The fine thing
about it all, as I see it, is the open
minds with which lawyers and judges
approach their important work. I
must say that I have little patience
with the flood of ignorant lay criti-
cism of the noble profession of the
law. Lawyers have ever buffeted an-
archy and stood like bulwarks pro-
tecting our most cherished American
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ideals and institutions. They always
will do so. Let their detractors first
cast the beam out of their own eyes,
that they may see more clearly to be-
hold the mote in their brother's eye.
The Supreme Court has three im-
portant committees, comprised of emi-
nent trial judges and lawyers, contrib-
uting their time and talents unselfish-
ly and without remuneration, in aid of
the work of the court. They are the
Rules Committee, Law Committee, and
Bar Committee. Their personnel is as
follows: Rules Committee, George P.
Steele, Chairman, Ralph L. Carr,
Merle D. Vincent, Fred A. Sabin,
Charles C. Sackmann, H. E. Munson
and Frank G. Mirick. Law Committee,
whose particular work is the prepara-
tion of questions and examination of
candidates for admission to the bar.
The members of the Law Committee
are Wilbur F. Denious, Chairman;
Geo. W. Humphrey, Secretary; T. E.
Munson, J. Arthur Phelps, Fred
Farrar, Fred W. Stover, Stanley T.
Wallbank, Ira C. Rothgerber, Roger
H. Wolcott, and Samuel H. Kinsley.
Bar Committee, investigating and ex-
amining the character of applicants:
W. R. Kelly, Chairman, Robert W.
Steele, Erl H. Ellis, A. L. Doud, and
William E. Hutton.
It will readily be seen how indispen-
sable these committees are in aiding
the work of the court. In their sev-
eral departments, we look upon them
as in the nature of trial judges, and
view their determinations largely in
the, same way. They see the witnesses,
etc. Their judgments must necessar-
ily be possessed with weight. They
make their recommendations to us,
and we act upon them. Our doors
are always open to these committees;
members of this court hold frequent
conferences with them. Members of
the bar do likewise. For instance,
lawyers frequently suggest. changes
in the rules. These suggestions are
welcomed. If they come to us through
a source other than the committee, it
is only proper that they should be first
referred to the committee for original
action and this is done. It results in
a vast saving of duplication of work,
and insures careful consideration be-
fore being submitted here. Sometimes
the best of men occasionally speak be-
fore they think. Thus, a strenuous ob-
jection was recently made to our good
Clerk, Mr. James Perchard, as to the
printed form of supersedeas bond in
use. The gentleman was directed to
compare it with the code, and it was
found to be identical with it.
I have been asked by different law-
yer friends concerning matters of rou-
tine in the supreme court, such as,
"How are cases assigned?" "Does a
justice choose the cases upon which
he writes opinions?" "How are mo-
tions and supersedeas applications dis-
posed of?" "When are they heard en
bane and when in department?" And
many other questions of similar im-
port. The subject that seems to be
most of all misunderstood is that of
petitions for re-hearings. There is no
duty of secrecy that forbids an answer
to these questions. We are glad of an
opportunity to reply to them.
The basis of the work of the su-
preme court is found in the constitu-
tion of our state. Section 5, Article 6,
provides, inter alia, that the court may
sit en banc or in two or more depart-
ments as the court may from time to
time determine. For many years there
were three departments, the chief jus-
tice and two associate justices com-
prising each department. There are
now only two departments, each con-
sisting of the chief justice and three
associate justices. This change was
made in January, 1927, by the court
upon the suggestion of our present
Chief Justice, Haslett P. Burke. It
has the advantage of insuring the at-
tention of a greater number of justices
to each matter before the court.
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The same section of the constitu-
tion provides that in case the court
shall sit In departments, each depart-
ment shall have the full power and
authority of the court in the deter-
mination of causes, the issuing of
writs and the exercise of all powers
authorized by the constitution, or pro-
vided by law, subject to the general
control of the court sitting en banc,
and such rules and regulations as the
court may make, but no decision of
any department shall become the judg-
ment of the court unless concurred in
by at least three judges, and no case
involving a construction of the con-
stitution of this state or of the United
States, shall be decided except by the
court en banc. Not any one of the
justices of the supreme court, wheth-
er writing the opinion or not, decides
a case or passes on any matter alone.
No motion or application of any kind
made to the court is passed upon ex-
cept by the concurrence of at least
four judges, although the constitution
says that three are sufficient. If the
decision of a department Is not unani-
mous, it goes to banc. Novel ques-
tions are frequently taken there. The
participation of four judges is not
merely perfunctory, but actual. An
opinion does not represent merely the
view of one judge, but all, unless he
expressly dissents. Human endurance
does not permit every judge to minute-
ly examine every case, much as it
might be desired. This is why the
constitution permits the work to be
divided as it is, into two or more de-
partments.
The work of the court Is divided as
nearly evenly as possible, but the
heaviest burden is upon the chief jus-
tice, in the nature of things, because
of his many additional duties. No
judge chooses his cases to write opin-
ions, or decides upon the work that
suits him best; he must take things
as they come, except that he may, and
properly so, decline to pass upon mat-
ters in which he may be personally in-
terested, or in which he acted as at-
torney, or for other good cause. When
a case is at Issue, if not orally argued,
it is drawn from the clerk's office by
the judges. The only preference al-
lowed is that matters shall receive at-
tention according to the dates that the
issues have been completed, except as
to supersedeas applications, motions,
and controversies required by law to
be advanced on the calendar. Super-
sedeas applications, and cases orally
argued are assigned by the chief jus-
tice, who is familiar with the work In
the hands of each member of the
court.
Probably no state in the union Is
more liberal than ours In the matter
of petitions for re-hearings. It Is my
understanding that in the Supreme
Court of the United States, such pe-
titions may be filed only by leave of
court, and that even when filed, they
are seldom granted. The object of
such applications is to give the court
an opportunity to consider the points
supposed to have been overlooked or
misapprehended, and to correct er-
rors, if committed. In practice, such
petitions have been known, unfortun-
ately, to have been employed to get
as many hearings as possible. To
illustrate, before the present rule 48
was adopted, one petition for rehear-
ing filed in this court copied some 50
pages of matter from one of the orig-
inal briefs, none of which was ger-
mane to the issues. The court adopt-
ed the present rule in justifiable self-
defense, and for the benefit of liti-
gants. The denial of the petition does
not signify that we have not again re-
viewed the case, but only that the final
rite has been performed. All such
petitions are regularly listed on the
calendar, by the clerk of this court,
for conference. Each participating
judge has a copy of the petition. They
are not disposed of until after full con-
sideration.
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To me, at least, the most valuable
part of our routine work consists of
our regular semi-weekly conferences
en banc. Opinions are discussed and
read with the utmost freedom and
candor, but always in a friendly way.
Errors, whenever apparent, are recti-
fied, and no pride of opinion prevents
any man from altering his viewpoint
if convinced that he is wrong, as all
men sometimes are.
The editors of the Record requested
the learned Chief Justice to prepare
this article for publication. It is to be
regretted that his multitudinous duties
prevented him from doing so. He
asked me to do it for him, which has
resulted in these random thoughts of
mine. They are penned in friendship
and good will to the members of the
bar, to whom we acknowledge our-
selves immeasurably indebted for
their splendid assistance in carrying
on the work of the court.
"The District Court"
By CHARLES C. SACKMANN, Judge
HE District Court, as we know
that institution in Colorado at
the present time, it being an
evolution of the district courts of Ter-
ritorial days, came into being by vir-
tue of the constitutional provision
known as Article VI, Section One,
adopted March 14th, 1876, and going
into full force and effect August 1st,
1876, upon the issuance of the procla-
mation of Ulysses S. Grant, President
of the United States, admitting to the
Union the State of Colorado.
This Section, as amended in 1886
and 1912, comes to us today reading:
"The judicial power of the State as
to all matters of law and equity, ex-
cept as in the Constitution other-
wise provided, shall be vested in the
supreme Court, district courts, coun-
ty court, and such other courts as
may be provided by law. In coun-
ties and cities and counties having
a population exceeding 100,000, ex-
clusive original jurisdiction in cases
involving minors and persons whose
offenses concern minors may be
vested in a separate court now or
hereafter established by law."
Four judicial districts, with one
judge in each, were originally provid-
ed for by the Constitution, by Sections
12 and 13 of Article VI, and as provid-
ed by the Constitution these were
gradually increased by statute, be-
tween the years 1891 and 1921 inclu-
sive, to the present number of four-
teen judicial districts, presided over
by twenty-six District Judges.
Section 11 of Article VI originally
provided that,
"The District Courts shall have or-
iginal jurisdiction of all causes, both
at law and in equity, and such appel-
late jurisdiction as may be confer-
red by law. They shall have origin-
al jurisdiction to determine all con-
troversies upon relation of any per-
son on behalf of the people, concern-
ing the rights, duties and liabilities
of railroad, telegraph or toll road
companies or corporations",
and so stands today.
Into the maw of this judicial ma-
chine are fed all manner of cases in-
volving questions of law and equity,
mounting now into the thousands
every year; in this judicial district, 4386
cases last year. Into this melting pot
are poured every conceivable question
involving interpretation of the laws,
questions of procedure in legal mat-
ters, and the application of the proper
remedy or remedies to the case in
hand, and out of this alloy are cast in
the form of opinions of the judges in
the various courts, the final decisions
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of the court, subject only to review by
the Supreme Court of this State.
Section 27 of Article VI of the Con-
stitution also provides that,
"The judges of courts of record in-
ferior to the Supreme Court shall on
or before the first day of July in
each year report in writing to the
judges of the Supreme Court such
defects and omissions in the laws as
their knowledge and experience may
suggest, and the judges of the Su-
preme Court shall, on or before the
first day of December of each year,
report in writing to the Governor, to
be by him transmitted to the gen-
eral assembly", etc.
The above, together with the per-
formance of the marriage ceremony
now and then are all mental gymnas-
tics which no doubt were provided to
take care of any stray moments that
might be found by the judges to be
unoccupied, and come as rather an
eye-opener to the neophyte on the
bench.
Practicing for twenty-one years be-
fore our honorable courts, I became,
as do most lawyers, imbued with the
idea that judges are so saturated with
legal learning that all legal questions
are ancient history, so to speak, to
them, and then to be rudely awakened
to the fact that the ingenuity of coun-
sel in finding eminent authority on both
sides of every question-continually
drives the judges to burning midnight
oil in a frantic endeavor to find the
weight of authority, is disconcerting
to say the least.
While the provisions of the Consti-
tution, as to the jurisdiction of the Dis-
trict Court, seem to be all inclusive,
some interesting questions have aris-
en on these matters because of the
wording of certain other provisions of
the Constitution and statutes of this
state as to the jurisdiction of the
County Court and the Juvenile Court,
and by virtue of the interpretation
placed upon these provisions by our
Honorable Supreme Court, certain cur-
tailments have come about in the orig-
inal jurisdiction of our District Courts.
In this connection it is interesting
to note that although the District
Court is given original jurisdiction of
all matters at law and in equity in the
Constitution, nevertheless, the County
Court, by Section 23 of Article VI of
the Constitution, is given original jur-
isdiction in all matters of probate, set-
tlement of estates of deceased persons,
appointment of guardians, conserva-
tors and administrators and settle-
ment of their accounts, and that by a
most interesting series of decisions in
our Supreme Court it is now rather
well settled that the District Court has
no original jurisdiction in these mat-
ters, concurrent with the County
Court, but that the jurisdiction of that
Court in the first instance is sole and
exclusive, and the District Court has
only appellate jurisdiction therein. I
am quoting these cases herein for
those who may desire to peruse them
in this connection.
Clement v. Fox, 25 Colo., 39;
In re estate of Brown, Lunatic, 65
Colo., 341;
Glenn v. Mitchell, 71 Colo., 394;
Currier v. Johnson, 19 C. A., 94;
Berry v. French, 24 C. A., 522.
Another development along this line
has to do with the constitutional pro-
visions and statutes relating to the
juvenile courts.
The constitutional amendment of
1912, Const. 1921, Art. VI, Sec. 1, gave
the legislature power to give the Ju-
venile Court exclusive jurisdiction of
matters involving minors. In 1923,
the legislature enacted Chapter 78 of
that year, saying, in reference to ju-
venile courts, and eliminating the
parts not pertinent to this discussion,
"Such courts shall have coordinate
jurisdiction with the District and
County Court in certain cases. Such
courts shall also****have exclusive
jurisdiction, subject to appeals and
writs of error,****in all cases con-
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cerning neglected, dependent or de-
linquent children,****custody or dis-
position of children and the care and
protection of their persons from neg-
lect, cruelty, abuse.****Nothing in
this Act shall be construed to revoke
or interfere with the jurisdiction,
practice or proceedings as now pro-
vided by law in other courts of rec-
ord in this state, in cases in such
court relating to the custody or dis-
position of children in divorce cases,
****provided that the disposition of
the custody of children in any di-
vorce case shall not be held to in-
terfere with the jurisdiction of the
Juvenile Court in cases concerning
the dependency of such children un-
der the laws of this state concerning
dependent children."
The Supreme Court, in attempting
to harmonize the various sentences in
this Act, reached the conclusion that
the Juvenile Court, having exclusive
jurisdiction in matters concerning the
dependency of children, is not to be
deprived of that jurisdiction by pro-
ceedings with reference to children in
divorce actions in the District Court;
that the District Court may proceed in
such actions with regard to children
as heretofore, subject to the power of
the Juvenile Court to deal with those
children exclusively if they are or be-
come dependent, the final result being
that although a case be pending in the
District Court in divorce, and orders
entered by that Court for the tempor-
ary or permanent custody of children
by the filing of a dependency action in
the Juvenile Court, the District Court
is temporarily ousted of all jurisdic-
tion over the children until that issue
is determined in the Juvenile Court.
People vs. Juvenile Court, 75 Colo.
493.
While this conclusion is sound in
logic and reasoning, because of the
confusion in the wording of the Act,
nevertheless, having been a member
of the legislative body which passed
this Act, and having personally had a
great deal to do with the matter in
the House of Representatives, I know
that such was not the intention of the
legislative body, and that the wording
of the Act,
"Nothing in this Act shall be con-
strued to revoke or interfere with
the jurisdiction, practice or proceed-
ings as now provided by law in other
courts of record in this State, in
cases in such court relating to the
custody or disposition of children in
divorce cases,"
was taken and understood by the leg-
islators as avoiding the situation
which has now arisen by virtue of this
decision.
As to the litigants and attorneys, I
have been impressed in two ways:
First, by the lack of familiarity on the
part of attorneys and litigants with
the rules of the court, as for instance,
that motions to strike should be set
out verbatim as to the matter to be
stricken, etc.; that all motions except
of course should be in writing; that
cases are assigned by chance to the
various divisions, and no attempt
should be made to interfere with this
rule; that time for argument of mo-
tions shall be limited to fifteen min-
utes, etc.; that judges are prohibited
from counseling, advising or perform-
ing any services relating to the prac-
tice of law.
But more particularly I have been
impressed with the fundamental rev-
erence, confidence and finality with
which both litigants and attorneys
present their disputes to the judgment
of the courts, and their willingness
when judgments are carefully, con-
scientiously and justly entered, to
abide by the judgment of the Court.
Such respect and confidence for the
courts places an immense responsibil-
ity upon the shoulders of our judges
and must needs furnish an ideal that
will always be a guiding star for the
individual judge, driving and urging
him always to greater effort, and de-
sire to be careful, right, just and con-
scientious in all his work and deal-
ings with litigants and attorneys, so
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that this confidence and faith may
never, so far as is humanly possible,
be violated.
Somewhere I have read and had
burned into my mind these words:
"All true laws and all human justice
are but the developments of that
infinite justice which is of the es-
sence of the deity. He who assumes
to judge his brethren, clothes him-
self with a power like that of God.
Act so that men may praise Thy
moderation, Thine inflexibility, Thy
equity and Thine integrity. Regard
not alone the judgment of the living
but seek the approval of those who
shall live hereafter, whose verdict
will be more just even if more se-
vere. Woe unto thee, if being thy-
self unworthy, vicious or criminal,
thou dost assume to judge others
and still more if thou givest cor-
rupt judgment for then will thy
memory be execrated."
This might well be a creed for every
judge on the Bench, and I am sure
expresses their conception of their du-
ties as such.
Mr. Jarndyce in the Twentieth Century
By WAYNE C. WILLI AMS, of The Denver Bar
T is now 75 years since Dickens'
immortal lawsuit first appeared in
the pages of "Bleak House". It is
the most noted lawsuit that ever was
tried-in fiction-and even today the
mere mention of "Jarndyce vs. Jarn-
dyce" brings a smile of recognition to
the face of every lawyer and every
reader of the immortal Victorian nov-
elist.
And who has not read him? Not to
have read Dickens is to miss the best
English novels that reveal the true
conditions in England in the Victorian
age.
Of course the book stands are
groaning under the load of novels that
pour out of the presses almost weekly;
of course there have been literally
thousands of books since Dickens
wrote and yet here is literary quality
that persists and-
But this is not a literary treatise;
this is a purely legal document, about
purely legal matters, viz: to wit: the
English Chancery practice.
Since this is not a book review we
cannot stop to moralize on the affairs
of Richard and Ada, of Mr. Guppy and
Mr. Turveydrop. We may lament the
death of Jo (that masterpiece of fic-
tion) and enjoy the whimsical doings
of Mr. Skimpole-
"God save the mark",-but we can-
not stop to analyze these historic char-
acters.
There is no doubt about the inner
motive that prompted Dickens to
write his legal masterpiece; he set
out to point the finger of ridicule at
the ancient, slow English Chancery
Practice and he did it with a master
hand.
Dickens hated the whole system of
chancery; he had hated it from the
days when he studied law and droned
through old English cases as a re-
porter; he had no stomach or taste for
the law and hating the delays of the
law he overlooked its vital relation to
the rights of men and the security of
property; he missed its logical struc-
ture, its profound relation to the
growth of human society; its larger
aspects in a world of law. All this
the brilliant English novelist was a
complete stranger to. He saw the de-
fects of ancient chancery practice and
he dipped his pen in unusually vitri-
olic ink and began his assault.
Nothing was ever better done. When
critics, smarting under the keen satire
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of Dickens, denied that he faithfully
represented Chancery practice as it
was in England in the forties and
fifties Dickens replied in a Preface to
Bleak House and came back at his
critics, saying, "At the present mo-
ment there is a suit before the Court
which was commenced nearly twenty
years ago."
And here is the picture of Chancery
in Dickens' time with some of the for-
ty counsel and hundred or more liti-
gants in the Jarndyce case-
The scene is old Lincoln's Inn Hall,
Michaelmas Term and the counsel are
pictured, as "Tripping each other up
on slippery precedents, groping knee
deep in technicalities****with bills,
cross bills, answers, rejoinders, injunc-
tions, affidavits, issues, references to
masters, masters' reports****
"This is the Court of Chancery
which has its decaying houses; and
its blighted lands in every shire;
which has its wornout lunatics 'in
every mad house and its dead in every
churchyard."****"which gives to mon-
eyed might the means abundantly of
wearying out the right."
It was a striking picture, a telling at-
tack and we who now look back upon
the great novelist's satirizing charac-
terization of the abuses of his time
are asking ourselves two questions:
First, did Dickens so attack and ex-
pose the abuses of the old English
Chancery practice as to cause the re-
form in that system of jurisprudence?
There is no complete answer to this
question and the most authoritative
commentators on English chancery re-
form do not give the novelist any
credit therein. But we may put two
facts together; that Dickens finished
"Bleak 2House in 1853 and that in 1873
-just twenty years later-the English
Chancery Act was passed which re-
formed procedure, and gave speed and
efficiency to the work of that court.
We know that Dickens hit the old Eng-
lish orphanage asylums a deadly blow
in Oliver Twist. We know that he
challenged the slums of London and
the debtors prisons and many other
abuses of his time.
It would seem to be a fair judgment
that, whether admitted or not, Dickens
roused English public opinion to what-
ever abuses existed in the Chancery
practice of that country and was a
contributing force in the great reforms
in that practice.
Our other inquiry is whether Dick-
ens' famous lawsuit is a sample or
type of what we find in American
chancery practice today.
The answer is emphatically in the
negative. If Dickens had never writ-
ten, the Chancery practice of Ameri-
can courts would have taken on speed
and direction and efficiency in this
modern, rushing practical world.
The very conditioning forces of our
twentieth century civilization would
have settled this matter forever; in-
deed, if Dickens could step in now to
an American court (especially to a
Colorado court) he would find no coun-
terpart for Jarndyce vs. Jarndyce. He
would find Justice more speedily given
and cases more rapidly dispatched
than he might ever have dreamed pos-
sible.
The Denver and Colorado courts
were never so nearly up with all their
dockets as right now. The Supreme
Court is making a most enviable rec-
ord in this regard. The whole state
knows about it, too, and there is silent
commendation in many quarters, a
commendation that neither lawyers
nor judges hear.
No one claims that all reforms have
been secured. The lawyers themselves
will develop those reforms-in collab-
oration with the bench-when new re-
forms are needed and they will be
thought out, carefully developed,
sound and valuable when they do
come.
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The Annual Banquet
A long-hand report by JOSEPH C. SAMPSON
HE keynote of the Annual Ban-
quet, held at the Brown Palace
Hotel on the evening of March
fourteenth, was Idealism and any law-
yer who came away from the meeting
without some degree of inspiration
must have been hard-boiled indeed.
A Queer Choir
Selections sung by the Bar Associa-
tion Choir, by way of introduction,
were perhaps a bit unorthodox but
the congregation joined in the chor-
us in a spirit of irreligious abandon
reminiscent of the Hilliard-Walker-
Kavanaugh frolic of .1926. Ed
Knowles, Tom Keeley, Fritz Nagel,
Charley White, and Jack Scott were
the singers and perpetrated parodies
on VoIsteadism, Minimum Fees,
Pivan, Senators Toll and Bogdon,
and Judge Lindsey's Companionate
Marriage.
Preliminaries from the President
Genially opening the meeting,
President Marsh told a story of a
young graduate of Oxford who de-
termined to go to London to enter
politics at a time when the Whigs
were the radical group while the
Tories represented the well-to-do
element and was advised by his pro-
fessor to vote with the Whigs but to
dine with the Tories. And, Mr.
Marsh declared, in his own case, he
didn't know how he would vote but
he would always dine with the law-
yers. He thanked the Banquet com-
mittee for its efficient work in ar-
ranging for the meeting and ex-
plained that, while they would stand
sponsor for the program up to that
point, the toastmaster would be re-
sponsible for the opinions expressed
thereafter, and that he was a man
who was inclined to disagree with
people, and only believed half the
lawyers who appeared before him.
The toastmaster, he said, was a gen-
ial and affable justice-and equally
affable in cases of injustice. Once,
he declared, Mr. Justice Burke had
been much more considerate of his
friends than he was now, for in the
campaign of 1896 he had been claim-
ed by both free-silver and gold-stand-
ard factions and when his friends
became concerned about the matter
and inquired how he stood he had
replied-that he was the most mis-
quoted man in the entire state. He
had fought out the campaign vigor-
ously on that firm stand. Men
changed with the times, Mr. Marsh
declared, and the Chief Justice was
not the Mr. Burke of yesterday, for
he took so much pride in his opin-
ions now that he even had them
printed at public expense, and they
were all looked upon as high author-
ity.
Burke at Bat
The toastmaster declared that he
was more indebted to the president
than he could explain for his heart
warmed toward the man who had
the courage to say whatever was
called for by the laws of hospitality
and did not swerve from his course
despite the most piteous cries of
Truth. He never knew, he said, that
two groups had ever claimed him
and he quite understood the reluc-
tance of the president to stand spon-
sor for what might be said following
his introductory remarks. The presi-
dent and the program committee had
differed over the selection of a toast-
master, he said, and the president
had finally yielded to the committee's
choice. The toastmaster idea, he
declared, was an ancient and honor-
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able institution, going back to the
days of the Roman Empire when the
most drunken guest was crowned
toastmaster at the banquets to Bac-
chus because he had no reason, and
he admitted the historic analogy. He
had been much interested, he said,
in the musical program, 'now so hap-
pily finished.' Whenever a Metho-
dist conference gathered, the toast-
master declared, there was wit, wis-
dom and talent in abundance and all
you had to do was to reach out and
select whatever talent you required
for an occasion like this one. We
were indebted to such a conference
for the privilege of listening to the
first speaker, Professor John J. Cor-
nelius, formerly of Lucknow Univer-
sity, India, and a native of that
country.
Cornelius Rebellious
Professor Cornelius explained that
he had been invited here by the
Foundation for the Advancement of
Social Science and appeared before
us under its auspices. Being refer-
red to as a native of India, recalled
the story of the farmer who had for
the first time seen a picture of a
kangaroo in a book and called for
help. When a student explained to
him that the picture was of a native
of Australia, the farmer had exclaim-
ed, "For pity's sake, my sister mar-
ried one of them." That- was about
the idea we had, he declared, of
people of other countries. Western
people took a peculiar attitude to-
ward the civilization of others. Hu-
man beings were one and if they
developed differently it was because
of their environment. When he and
his fellow-Indians had arrived in this
country, he said, they had been ask-
ed by the reception committee to
wear their turbans and flowing
robes and in Springfield, Massachu-
setts, these had caused quite a sen-
sation. They were followed down
the street by a crowd of small boys
and finally when one of them turned
and asked one of the boys what they
wanted, he had said, "Oh Boy! It
speaks." He had never forgotten
this incident, he said.
Calls Us Narrow Minded
Peculiar customs and habits dif-
ferentiated people, he said, but not
fundamentally, and it was surpris-
ing how narrow-minded we Western-
ers were in putting people through
the same mold. In going into an
American church, he said, he had
once taken off his shoes and, being
corrected for doing this and being
asked to take off his hat, he had ex-
plained that in India the custom was
reversed and the shoes taken off
before entering any carpeted place
while the turban was kept on. Here,
we thought of civilization as being
inherent in people and accepted our
own type as superior but the fact
was that civilization was the out-
come of the problem of meeting con-
ditions, and the methods chosen to
solve the problem gave direction to
the particular type of civilization.
When man analyzed life according
to its purpose and meaning, it gave
a spiritual civilization.
West Warlike?
All religions had their origin in
the East, he said, because of the
spiritual method of solving the prob-
lem of civilization prevailing there.
Here in the West, our contest with
man and nature had developed a civ-
ilization of conquest. There was a
difference between our civilization
and that of Europe, he declared, and
we had made a contribution in our
mechanical achievements. He told
a story of a remarkable table, made
by a carpenter friend of his, which
had three tiers arranged in such a
way that the carpenter's wife would
not have to leave the table in serv-
ing the food and which had made it
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possible for him to save his wife
labor and thus entertain his friends.
That table, he said, illustrated ex-
actly the problem America now
faced. We had vast resources and
we were faced with the problem of
developing them.
Human Soul the Same Everywhere
Anthropologists tell us, he said,
that we all had our origin in Asia,
and, after all, we find the human
soul the same everywhere. Man
adapts himself to his environment
and has spiritual unity with all hu-
man beings everywhere. During the
dinner hour, he said, Justice Butler
had asked him if it were true that
the Chinese ate rats and that had
reminded him of the American
woman who had once asked a China-
man how it was possible for the
Chinese to eat rats, to which the
Chinaman had replied that it was
hard for him to understand how
Americans could eat hot dogs.
What Is Civilization?
"What is civilization?" the speak-
er demanded. The Japanese, for
example, had culture, philosophy and
literature before their recognition by
Western nations. From our point
of view, he declared, there was but
one mark of civilization and that
was the power to kill. This is what
has happened to Japan and so we
salute her, he said. If culture, art
and philosophy is a mark of civiliza-
tion, then the civilization of the
East is a high one. If any one of us,
on going out of the hotel, were held
up at the point of a pistol, the man
who held us up would be a criminal,
he declared, but when a nation did
that same thing to another nation,
we called that civilization. Apropos
of this subject, he told of Ghandi's
efforts against what he called "Brit-
ish militarism." If people of the
world differed, he said, it was only
because of conditions over which
they had no control. We had taught
the East the art of war, he declared
in conclusion, and in course of time
the East would teach us peace.
Mr. Justice Burke Again
After thanking Professor Cornelius
for his thoughtful message, the
toastmaster said that anybody might
be elected to a civil office and that
a number of men in Colorado had
suspected that in the recent past.
In Texas they were quite sure about
it and some people in the District
of Columbia would take an oath to
it. But the lawyers had selected
officers of their associations with
exceptional care and reading over
the names on the lists of bar as-
sociation officers, past and present,
was a source of genuine pride. To-
night, we had with us the president
of the Colorado Bar Association. In
1907, he had been a member of the
General Assembly but, because of
his busy and fruitful years of ser-
vice since that time, we could well
forget it. Once, he said, Mr. Vin-
cent was examining a witness in an
attempt to impeach him and, after
forcing him to admit conviction of
quite a number of petit crimes, he
finally shouted, "Now, Sir, can you
tell me of any crime that you
haven't been guilty of?" whereupon
the witness had replied, "Well, I
never was a member of the House
of Representatives." He had also
once defended a man charged with
grand larceny, the toastmaster said,
and concluding that he was lost on
the facts, concentrated on the task
of getting his man off on legal tech-
nicalities. He offered an instruction
to the court which read, "The jury
is instructed that it is a cardinal
principle of the law in Colorado that
it is better that ninety-nine guilty
men go free than that one innocent
man should be convicted." To this
instruction the court had assented
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but told Mr. Vincent that a slight
modification would be made, and
when the instructions were finally
given, Mr. Vincent had been sur-
prised to find tacked on to the end
of this one, "but you are also in-
structed that in the opinion of the
court the ninety-nine guilty men re-
ferred to have already escaped." If
there were time to sketch the career
of Mr. Vincent, Judge Burke declar-
ed, he would arise to speak amid a
hush as profound as ever fell upon
a similar gathering. When the pro-
fession is made up of men like this
man, he said, the country will be
safe. He trembled for him, however,
because of his subject "Incidental
Duties" and thought he might better
discuss "Fundamental Duties." An
old justice of the peace he once
knew got his fundamental and inci-
dental duties mixed up on one occa-
sion, he said, and, after asking the
bride if she would "love, honor and
obey," in the usual manner, turned
to the bridegroom and said, "Now
prisoner at the bar, what have you
to say for yourself?"
Veni, Jidi, Vincent
His subject, Mr. Vincent explain-
ed, had been selected before he had
prepared what he was going to say.
Mr. Marsh had telegraphed him ask-
ing for his text and he had selected
it accordingly but whether or not he
could build a speech around it re-
mained to be seen. His time was
limited, he said, and time was im-
portant. Lawyers regarded argu-
ments as the best opportunity the
court had of being informed of the
law and rendering a correct opinion.
Argument was one of our inherit-
ances and we couldn't amend the
habit any more than we could our
family ties. But perhaps we indulg-
ed the privilege needlessly. One Dis-
trict Judge had told him that when
he went on the bench he had been
a settled fundamentalist but after
awhile he had become convinced
that man must be the product of evo-
lution and that when he had de-
scended from the tree he had
brought with him all the vocal char-
acteristics of his simian ancestor.
He hoped, however, that we wouldn't
become as uniformly bad as the Per-
sian judge who was called upon to
judge the merits of two poems and
after hearing one read, promptly
awarded the prize of merit to the
second without hearing any of it.
Incidental Duties Fundamental
Our incidental duties, Mr. Vincent
declared, were as fundamental as
they could possibly be. One of the
papers read before the American
Bar meeting last summer had pro-
nounced the judicial branch of our
government a conspicuous failure
but he didn't agree with that. He
thought the courts had been charged
with delinquencies which should be
levelled at other targets. He then
referred to the various articles
which had been written comparing
our administration of the law with
that of other countries and to the
statement that had been made to
the effect that of thirteen murders
committed in London twelve con-
victions had resulted and the
thirteenth man had gone to the in-
sane asylum. The significant thing
about that was that in London the
police did get the criminals and
brought them into court to be tried.
And, likewise, the most significant
thing about the Missouri crime sur-
vey was that-it revealed that 81%
of all those who committed major
offenses were never apprehended.
The courts, he declared, could not
try criminals if the executive de-
partment of the government fails to
catch them.
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Bar Not Blameless
The Bar was responsible in a
measure, Mr. Vincent said, for per-
mitting the newspapers to blame
the courts for delinquencies which
should be laid at the door of the
executive department. The Mis-
souri Crime Survey showed among
other things, he said, that in forty
per cent of the cases studied prose-
cuting attorneys were not equipped
to perform the duties of their office.
Our duty, as lawyers, Mr. Vincent
said, was to point out to the public
where the trouble lies, and he
thought we should have some con-
structive suggestion to make. The
Bar must educate people to the idea
that they will not get efficiency in
the administration of justice until
those charged with the duty of ap-
prehending criminals are removed
entirely from political life. In the
United States, he said, we have the
smallest police force per capita of
any Western nation and sixty-five
per cent of our policemen are en-
gaged entirely in directing traffic or
apprehending those guilty of mere
misdemeanors. It is the fundamen-
tal duty of the lawyers to correct
this situation and we should see to
it that sheriffs are no longer ap-
pointed to office simply because
they are good fellows or district at-
torneys simply because of their poli-
tical ascendancy. In this way, Mr.
Vincent said in conclusion, we
could render a greater service than
in the conduct of private business
for clients.
Time Out for the Toastmaster
He had not expected, the toast-
master declared, to have the bench
which he now encumbered dragged
into the discussion and he wondered
if the old Persian judge's plan, re-
ferred to by Mr. Vincent, might not
be a good solution of the oral argu-
ment problem. No court in the
world, he said, would hesitate to
give to an argument the very limit
of time it deserved and he would
cite the worst instance of the abuse
of the privilege he knew of. In one
case the supreme court had listened
with great patience for two hours to
an argument without being in the
least enlightened concerning the
points involved and Judge Burke had
interrupted asking if the lawyer ar-
guing the matter could tell him what
the case was all about and giving
him five minutes in which to do so.
Opposing counsel then denied every
statement made. When the argu-
ment was concluded, he said, the
judges gathered around the table to
discuss the case and none of them
could make head or tail of it. The
toastmaster then called upon George
Manley to stand up and declared
that when a former head of the as-
sociation falls from his high estate
he ought to be rebuked and he there-
upon called on James G. Rogers to
perform this painful duty.
Gracious Grafton
Mr. Rogers declared that no peo-
ple deserved public service unless
they were willing to express their
gratitude for it. Last year the as-
sociation had given Dean Fleming a
token of its esteem and Dean George
Manley had since retired as head of
the Denver Law School. He refer-
red to the long and faithful service
of Dean Manley and to the fact that
he had been one of the signers of
the original agreement under which
the school was formed in 1892.
Poetically, then Mr. Rogers told of
how Wyckliffe's ashes had been car-
ried down the Avon and into the
open sea and how the results of
Dean Manley's able work had been
carried out into the sea of the com-
munity. As a symbol of our grati-
tude to the Dean, we were present-
ing him with a silver loving-cup,
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which Mr. Rogers forthwith handed
over to him.
A Manley Reply
Dean Manley, responding to Mr.
Rogers, said that the sentence pass-
ed on him by the court was much
mitigated by the thought of the sim-
ilar sentence passed on John Flem-
ing and that he had been more than
repaid for his service as Dean of the
Law School by the product it had
yielded. Out of the seven men in
the original class, he said, six had
been on the bench and the seventh
had repeatedly tried to get there.
When he thought of Judge Butler,
Judge Shattuck and his other "boys"
he felt well repaid and he refused
to accept the responsibility for one
of his scholars' having evolved the
idea of companionate marriage.
The Toastmaster Introduces a Fellow-
Townsman
What man could ever measure the
value of thirty-five years of such ser-
vice as Dean Manley's? said the
toastmaster, and who could doubt its
benefit to this state? He would now
introduce a member of the bar of his
own city. All his days of active
work in the bar and on the bench
had been associated this man, who,
he said, had been built low and squat
in order that he might not bend be-
fore the winds of adversity or be
warped by the sunlight of prosperity.
In the only law-suit to which he had
ever been a party, this man had
been his counsel and had collected
the full amount claimed as attor-
ney's fees. He was a Democrat but
he did not speak of this by way of
reflection but merely to show how
dear a Democrat might be to his
heart.
A Stirring-Up from Sterling
The Honorable Thomas E. Mun-
son, of the Sterling, Colorado, bar,
has such a merry twinkle in his eyes
that it was hard to tell whether he
meant to be serious or humorous in
much that he had to say and some
are said to be still debating the mat-
ter. It was so late, he said, that he
ought not to speak at all and were
it not for the fact that there were
real dangers confronting the nation
he would not speak. "Where are
we drifting; to the shores of peace,
plenty and prosperity, or over the
cataracts to disaster; and who bet-
ter can sound a note of warning
than the lawyers?" Judge Munson
interrogated.
Dwells on Dangers
In the last few years, Jidge Mun-
son said, poisonous gas had been
discovered and one man in an aero-
plane could now destroy every liv-
ing being in a city like Denver in
thirty minutes. The first danger he
would speak of, he said, was the Yel-
low Peril. Statesmen with vision
had for years predicted that China's
hordes would invade this country.
Ought we to wait till four hundred
million of them were educated in
the art of war before making our
own preparations? They might rise
like a dark cloud, hit our western
coast and sweep across our country
leaving death and desolation in their
wake. Our only hope was that by
the time they got through killing
each other they might be fed up on
war. The next danger, he said, was
the Red Peril. Our whole country
was now permeated with Russian
bolshevik philosophy and the most
effective remedy against this was
for the lawyers to dwell on the ad-
vantages of our system of govern-
ment. There were dangers, also,
from the south; from Mexico and
from Nicaragua, but none of the
dangers from without compared to
the dangers within.
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Men and Marriage
The foundation of our government,
he declared, was the family'and the
fireside and the divorce mill serious-
ly threatened our security. Refer-
ring to Judge Lindsey's proposed
solution of this problem, he said that
man was so fickle that if you gave
him four or five trials before he took
the final leap he would become so
disgusted or so infatuated with the
idea that he would keep on trying.
Other Problems
The great bankers of New York,
Judge Munson said, have pointed
out that America had become the
dumping ground of the world's gold
which might soon become as com-
mon as buffalo chips on our western
prairies, though he himself had not
been troubled by this particular
danger. Then there was the crime
wave to be worried about. The
Commissioner of Safety of Chicago
had stated that there were over
3,000,000 "organized" criminals in
the country. The cause, he thought,
might be lack of statesmanship and
suggested that if the Volstead Act
were repealed we would all be hap-
py. The very air was filled with
the dynamite of danger today, Judge
Munson declared, and by way of
giving a sort of finishing touch to
the horrors of the moment he de-
scribed in some detail the baseball
scandals. Concluding, Judge Mun-
son said, "Thus the prophet of calam-
ity continues to prophesy, but it's a
good old world at that and I pray
and hope that this nation may al-
ways continue to be as great and
glorious as it is now."
Introducing the Piece de Resistance
With a former executive of Texas
in our midst, the toastmaster de-
clared, all former offenses of the
evening would be freely pardoned,
and he advised his Republican breth-
ren to bid him God-speed as soon as
his duties had been performed. Ex-
governor Pat M. Neff, he said, had
been born under the administration
of Governor Davis, and it was signifi-
cant that Davis had been the last
Republican governor of the Lone
Star state. Governor Neff was a
lawyer among lawyers, an able de-
fender who had also been long a
prosecutor. He was fearful, how-
ever, that his days of usefulness in
these capacities might now be lo'ng
past because he now officed on the
nineteenth floor of the Amicable
Building in Waco, and was, there-
fore, much too near the angels. We
were indebted to the Methodist con-
ference in Denver for Governor
Neff's presence, the toastmaster ex-
plained, adding that when he had
finished his administration the jails
had all their population.
First Impressions
It would be unfair to those who
missed the annual banquet not to
say something of Pat Neff's person-
ality before attempting to quote his
remarks. A magnificent figure of a
man, tall and statesmanlike, with
clear-cut, handsome features, flash-
ing black eyes, a massive head well-
covered with luxuriant grey hair,
and a melodious voice that will long
be remembered by those who heard
him, Pat Neff is perhaps the most
imposing figure ever presented to
the Denver Bar. You might agree
or disagree with what he had to say
but, listening to him, you could not
doubt his sincerity or the earnest-
ness of his appeal. It might be said
in passing also, that it takes a lot of
courage to put forward such a theme
as his before a lot of lawyers at
their annual banquet and he did it
with so much grace and force that
even those who were looking for
nothing but amusement couldn't help
liking it.
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Felicitations
He was happy in the thought of
enjoying the comradeship of the Den-
ver Bar, said Governor Neff, and he
brought greetings to us from the at-
torneys of Texas and from five mill-
ion citizens of that state. He had
had in mind talking on the subject
of the law of the land but coming up
on the train he had changed his line
of thought. He recalled a quotation
from Tennyson, "I doubt not through
the ages one increasing purpose
runs, And the thoughts of men are
widened with the process of the
suns." If the Bible is true, he de-
clared, this world was not made by
accident or man without a design,
and the Bible was the only book
on earth giving man a purpose and
a place in life. If it is not true, he
said, you and I have no place or pur-
pose in the world. The world was
not made and swung into being to
revolve through the cosmic cycle
and man endowed with his bold spir-
it to subdue the earth, he declared,
without some kind of purpose. Man
had not been driven out of Eden's
garden gate to float without chart or
compass, nor was he put here to
roam here and there without some
kind of a program and an increasing
purpose having its origin in the
bosom of God when the world was
young. There must be one purpose
to guide his footsteps.
Purpose Read in History
No student of history could fol-
low man's footsteps, he declared,
without knowing that some increas-
ing purpose runs through all the
ages and this purpose is seen as
the brotherhood of all men. If we
all came from the same source, It
was natural to suppose that we
would be taken back ultimately to
the source from whence we came.
The history of the human race was
one of struggle. Eternal vigilance
was the price of liberty and the
price of civilization to rule in the
peace of the world.
Civilization Didn't Just Happen
Civilization didn't just happen,
said Governor Neff. Somebody,
somewhere has ever been fighting
and toiling ,that we might enjoy its
benefits and it had never taken a
backward step; like lightning, civil-
ization never goes back. Men have
always been marching, thrones fall-
ing, kingdoms crumbling, while men
were seeking for the highest and the
best, and in this search millions of
martyrs had fallen. The speaker
then referred to the passing of an-
cient civilizations and peoples as
stepping stones to higher and bet-
ter things, and declared that if God
did not permit a sparrow to fall
without his notice, he certainly did
not permit nations to fall without
his knowledge.
Right Triumphant
In the working out of the great
eternal program, right was always
triumphant, Governor Neff declared,
but truth crushed to earth would
never rise without a bold champion
and defender. Mankind has always
had some bold defender. We now
laugh to scorn the worship of idols
but it took five hundred years of toil
and education to wipe out that prac-
tice, and now we could worship God
according to our own conscience
here in America, or not worship Him
at all, as we pleased. Not long ago,
woman had been a mere chattel;
piracy was forgotten; and gambling
halls had been outlawed. Each
country and each generation had
contributed to the advance of civili-
zation and this generation had add-
ed a great step when, six years ago,
we had wiped out six hundred thous-
and saloons. All these evils had
been abolished and never again, he
prophesied, would there be a legal-
ized saloon anywhere under the
American flag.
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Wrong Retreats
Wrong, he said, was always on the
retreat and civilization continually
climbs upward. If the Bible is true
we all have a place in the world and
Japan has a place among the na-
tions. There is no nation, he de-
clared, which is not necessary to
work out improvements in civiliza-
tion, if the Bible is true. God doesn't
make any man do anything, he ven-
tured. After twenty centuries of
war, civilization settled on Eng-
land's coasts and it looked for a
while as if the eternal purpose
would be worked out there, but the
divine right of kings proved a stum-
bling block and a mill-stone about
the neck of civilization.
Mankind Moved On
But mankind moved on, he said,
and the Pilgrim barque was seen on
the chartless waves of an unknown
ocean. An unseen hand guided that
barque to the Plymouth Rock and
on the open Bible the Pilgrim fath-
ers dedicated the new land to civil
and religious liberty.
The Three Houses
Our forefathers, he declared, were
the champions and defenders of
three institutions which will work
out the increasing purpose of the
ages: the church-house, the school-
house, and the court-house. And
these three institutions had been
championed here as by no other peo-
ple. He thought, he added, that we
were the only people on earth who
were fundamentally religious. Be-
fore the forefathers built their dwel-
ling houses, they built the church-
house, and the constitutional con-
vention had been assembled in the
name of God, and never before had
a constitution been written which
had even recognized that there was
a God.
A Dramatic Episode
Our Constitution, Governor Neff
declared, blends in its contents the
principles of the ten commandments
and the sermon on the mount and
when the Constitutional Convention
was held in Philadelphia, after
about three months of debate with-
out accomplishnfent of any kind the
convention was about to break up in
despair when Benjamin Franklin
suggested that all the delegates
kneel down in prayer to the Al-
mighty, which they did. Next day,
Governor Neff said, they commenc-
ed to write the Constitution of the
United States and the work was
completed without further dis-
couragement.
Religion in Politics
Our first legislative session in this
country, he said, had been opened
with prayer and that was the first
time in six thousand years of his-
tory that any legislative 'body had
ever thus sought the guidance of
God. Before the first white child
in America was twenty-one years
old, Harvard University had open-
ed its doors. By the churches, he
declared, the forefathers had built
the schoolhouses and by the school-
houses they had built the court-
houses. The church had always
been and would always be the most
militant power in this government;
it was supporting 25,000 educational
institutions and spent $25,000,000.00
annually for their maintenance. De-
spite this, however, he said, every
fourth American called by the draft
in the late war had been pronounc-
ed illiterate and so there was a
question as to whether or not these
institutions of ours were function-
ing properly. But their combined
force would eventually rout every
evil, he predicted.
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Graphic Statistics
Referring to the breakdown in the
administration of the criminal law,
he said that every forty minutes
some innocent American was shot
down by an assassin and every
twenty minutes some citizen's house
was entered by a burglar. Crime
was costing us sixteen billion dol-
lars annually and vastly more than
we spent on education and religion
put together. He called attention
to the fact that the Postmaster Gen-
eral had recently been obliged to
put 16,000 soldiers on duty guarding
the mails.
Drives a Peg
He would drive a concluding peg,
he said, by asking if we would main-
tain the three institutions in effi-
ciency in order that they might work
out our increasing purpose. This
nation did not come into being by
accident, he declared, and when the
successors of the forefathers first
stood on the Pacific Coast the cir-
cuit of the globe had at last been
completed. May we not conclude,
therefore, he suggested, that here
man was destined to take his stand
to civilize and Christianize the
world?
A Tip for Cornelius
He would remind his "friend from
Japan," he said, (referring to Pro-
fessor Cornelius), that our flag had
never gone down to defeat on any
battlefield and that Americans had
never fought under that flag except
in the cause of truth, freedom, and
justice, and we had fought the bat-
tles of peace, he declared, with the
same courage, faith and hope that
inspired us in times of war. We
now had more material wealth per
capita than any people who had ever
lived on this earth and we had one-
fourth of all the wealth of the en-
tire world. We had developed a
nation which was the banking na-
tion of the world and at the same
time had developed the finest and
highest type of manhood the world
had ever known. For himself, he
would rather be a plain American
citizen than wear the dazzling jew-
els of any king, and he had no re-
spect for the American daughters of
wealth who had changed their Amer-
ican names for European titles.
Not Alarmed by Perils
Governor Neff declared that he
was not alarmed by any perils con-
fronting us because he was convinc-
ed that American patriotism and
manhood played an eternal role to
win. While the church-house, the
school-house and the court-house
might not now be functioning as
they should, when the call came for
us to fight the battles of peace, the
country would go marching on in
keeping with the increasing purpose
of the ages.
Anent Our Profession
We belonged to a high and honor-
able profession, he declared, and
there were only four learned pro-
fessions-the preachers, the teach-
ers, the doctors and the lawyers.
As lawyers, we ought to be path-
finders and blaze the trail as lead-
ers in the progress of civilization.
We were the beneficiaries of a hun-
dred and fifty years of epic, roman-
tic history and we could not shirk
the responsibilities and duties of
citizenship. No man had a right to
go through life without rendering
public service, and by this he did
not mean holding public office.
A One-Way Trip
We went through this world but
once, Governor Neff said, and a long
time before any of us expected it a
few of our friends would gather in
our home for a last farewell and to
follow the black hearse that would
carry our mortal remains to the
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cemetery. Referring to his coming
to Denver and addressing our Bar,
he said that he made no pretenses
to public speaking but came to us
as a fellow-lawyer because he felt
that every man should do his part
and his level best in helping to work
out our American destiny.
The Three Houses, Again
If you and I, he declared in con-
clusion, are loyal and true to the
church-house, the school-house and
the court-house, we will transmit
this government until God sees fit
to call his children home and this
Republic will go moving on until all
nations will be gathered under the
American flag and thus fulfill the
angels' promise of "Glory to God in
the highest and on earth Peace and
Good Will to Men."
Recent Trial Court Decisions
(Editor's Note.-It is intended In
each issue of the Record to note in-
teresting current decisions of all local
Trial Courts, including the United
States District Court, State District
Courts, the County Court, and the Jus-
tice Courts. The co-operation of the
members of the Bar is solicited in mak-
ing this department a success. Any at-
torney having knowledge of such a
decision is requested to phone or mail
the title of the case to Victor Arthur
Miller, who will digest the decision for
this department. The names of the
Courts having no material for the cur-




JUDGE FRANK McDONOUGH, SR.
Facts: Motion to set aside a verdict
of guilty of "uttering a forged instru-
ment." The jury in convicting on this,
the second count of the indictment,
had failed to return a verdict on the
first count charging forgery of the
same instrument. Defendant bases
her motion on the grounds that the
failure to return a verdict on the first
count is in effect a verdict of not guil-
ty so as to bar a verdict of guilty on
the second count on the ground of
autrefois acquit.
Held: Motion denied.
Reasoning: Conceding the failure
to return a verdict to be in effect a
verdict of not guilty on the "forgery"
count it was nevertheless no bar to a
prosecution on a second count, or by a
future indictment, for "uttering" be-
cause the evidence which will support
an indictment on uttering will not be
sufficient for a conviction on an in-
dictment for forgery and vice versa.







E. and C. Bldg.
Dear Sir:
As I am heartily in favor of
the amendment concerning ad-
ditional Justices of the Peace,
and am willing to do my "bit",
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Komment on Kourt and Kounsel
By F. F. M.
Luscious Words
WIDOW of the late Nebraska A.
Lincoln, suing to recover from
the local lodge of the Sons and
Daughters of I Will Arise, the sum of
$200 claimed to be justly due on a
death benefit certificate. Trial before
three "Freeholders" in Justice Court.
The evidence was that the local
lodge was the offspring of a national
organization with headquarters at
Memphis, Tenn. (it has no connection
with any organization in Georgia).
The plaintiff testified that dues were
paid regularly to the Denver local.
That the money was always received
by the local officers with visible emo-
tion and on some occasions with vul-
gar haste.
The local lodge claimed it was sim-
ply the agent for the Grand Lodge at
Memphis in collecting and forwarding
the monthly dues, and that the entire
responsibility for payment of the
death benefit was upon the aforesaid
and heretofore referred to Grand
Lodge of Memphis.
Counsel for the local lodge, in an
impassioned appeal to the aforesaid
"Freeholders" for judgment in behalf
of the local lodge, among other things
said:
"And now gentlemen of the jury,
as ah has explained and elucida-
ted to you all heretofore--this
here local lodge of the Sons and
Daughters of I Will Arise and
which ah has the honor to repre-
sent, was only just simply de con-
duit fru which this Brudder's mon-
ey flowed back to the Grand
Lodge in Memphis."
The jury brought in its verdict while




Present: Court, Counsel and litigants.
He is never absent on Friday after-
noons, his manner and form of speech
carry an atmosphere of Old Erin.
The docket was crowded, the court
was in a hurry.
"Sadie Doe vs. John Doe", yelled
the court.
"Here and ready yer Honor", coun-
sel stood up, fumbling with his papers.
"Come forward please" beckoning to-
wards the back of the courtroom.
Two sad eyed, tired looking women
arose and with measured tread and
slow, came forward.
"Stand up here and be sworn" di-
rected counsel. Both reluctantly rais-
ed their right hands and mumbled an
unintelligible "I do".
"You sit down" he said to one of
them; she looked frightened and sat
down. "You take the stand", he snap-
ped at the other. She did as directed.
"State yer name and where you
live".
"Mumble, mumble mumble" (Repor-
ter understands it perfectly)
"The defindent in this case is your
husband?"
"No, sir", calmly.
Long pause, counsel gulps, appears
confused.
"You mean to say that the defindant
in this case is not your husband?"
"Indeed he is not!" with spirit.
"Well then what are you doing here
trying to get a divorce from him?"
"I'm not trying to get a divorce, I
just came up here with Sadie as a wit-
ness."
Court recessed for five minutes.
F.F.M.
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As a convenience to Denver attor-
neys, The Landon Abstract Company
has purchased the plant of the Jeffer-
son County Title Company and is pre-
pared to make and furnish Jefferson
County abstracts in addition to those
of Denver, Adams, and Arapahoe
Counties under The Landon Abstract
Company certificate.
I Files of The Record I
The Harvard Law School Li-
brary wishes to buy any issues
available out of volumes I and
II and numbers 1, 2, 3, and 9 of
volume III of The Denver Bar
I Association Record. Anyone will- I
ing to assist in the completion
of these files will kindly notify




ClMBest References if desired
Call Miss Rose Kahn Frankiln 4011M
Every Stenographic Service
Promptly Attended to at Any Time
Reitler and Woodman
I Certified Shorthand Reporters-
NOTARIES PUBLIC
Phone Champa 2260
I Suite 315 McMann Bldg.
I Denver, Colo.
Your Help Needed Now
The Charter Amendment pro-
viding for additional Justices of
the Peace has been prepared
and printed. Petitions are be-
ing circulated. We must have
the signatures of 5000 voters up-
on these petitions. Your Com-
mittee will obtain 500 of these
signatures.
There is no money to pay cir-
culators. It is for you lawyers
to obtain 5000 names. We want
75 volunteers to circulate peti-
tions now. The petitions must
be filed by April 17th.
Any lawyer can easily obtain
50 names. Help in this worthy
cause! Telephone Albert J.
Gould, Champa 3449, or Luke J.
Kavanaugh, Main 305 and -a pe-











Ralph B. Mayo & Company
Certified Public Accountants
Established 1914
FOSTER BUILDING DENVER, COLORADO






THE RECORD ABSTRACT COMPANY
725 Eighteenth Street
DENVER
Complete Abstracts of Title





TELEPHONES MAIN 1208 AND 1209 j
The qLan Gilder ,Agency
Company
FONTIUS BUILDING MAIN 3786
Insurance - Bonds
UNE of the most valu-
jable assets to a law
office is a bonding
company which is repre-
sented by an Agent who
best understands the wants
of his clients. Our exper-
ience in handling Court
Bonds we feel better quali-
fies us to give this service.
We are only too glad to
consult with the Attorneys
at any time regarding the




Our New form of Policy insures
MARKETABILITY
Our resources of More Than a Million afford adequate
protection to every title insured by us
The requirements of the Colorado State Law that $100,000 In cash
must be paid in before a Title Insurance Company may do business,
has been exceeded by this company more than three times over-our











IT is the established policy of the undersigned
banks that the attorney designating a bank in
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